Second Harmonic Generation Guided Raman Spectroscopy for Sensitive Detection of Polymorph Transitions
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ABSTRACT: Second harmonic generation (SHG) was integrated with Raman spectroscopy for the analysis of pharmaceutical materials. Particulate formulations of clopidogrel bisulfate were prepared in two crystal forms (Form I and Form II). Image analysis approaches enable automated identification of particles by bright field imaging, followed by classification by SHG. Quantitative SHG microscopy enabled discrimination of crystal form on a per particle basis with 99.95% confidence in a total measurement time of ∼10 ms per particle. Complementary measurements by Raman and synchrotron XRD are in excellent agreement with the classifications made by SHG, with measurement times of ∼1 min and several seconds per particle, respectively. Coupling these capabilities with at-line monitoring may enable real-time feedback for reaction monitoring during pharmaceutical production to favor the more bioavailable but metastable Form I with limits of detection in the ppm regime.

Crystal form and polymorph transitioning can profoundly affect the stability and bioavailability of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). Polymorphism refers to the existence of multiple crystalline solid forms of identical composition, with this multiplicity arising from the packing and/or the relative orientation of molecules in the crystal lattice. These differences in crystal lattice of an API generally exhibit different bioavailability by differing their physicochemical properties such as dissolution kinetics, thermodynamic stability, etc.1−4 A classic example is the case of ritonavir, in which the marketed final dosage form spontaneously converted to a more stable and previously unknown crystal form, which exhibited substantially slower dissolution kinetics and corresponding lower bioavailability.5 A recent study estimates that more than 80% of APIs have multiple known polymorphic forms.6

Clopidogrel bisulfate is a particularly interesting example, in which seven different polymorphic form have been identified; among them only Form I and Form II are used for the drug formulation.7−9 Clopidogrel bisulfate is a drug that falls into thienopyridine class. It inhibits platelet aggregation and is used to treat patients with acute coronary syndrome. Only the dextrorotatory enantiomer exhibits antiplatelet aggregation where the levorotatory enantiomer remains inactive,10 and therefore the final dosage form is typically a pure enantiomeric form preparation. The Form I polymorph is metastable, but exhibits significantly higher bioavailability than the more thermodynamically stable Form II.6 Solvent mediated crystallization is the most common method for the production of clopidogrel bisulfate for pharmaceutical materials, in which the desired Form I is kinetically the first to be produced, followed by spontaneous transformation to Form II if the reaction is allowed to progress. Both polymorphic forms of clopidogrel bisulfate possess an enantiotropic system where two different polymorphs are stable at different temperatures; thus Form I has the potential to spontaneously transition to the more stable Form II during manufacture and storage.9,11 Therefore, methods capable of sensitively identifying the early onset of the Form I to Form II transition could be used for active control to ensure Form I production during synthesis and storage. Even a small mass fraction of the more stable polymorph may negatively impact the dissolution kinetics by
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serving to nucleate precipitation of the API upon introduction to the gut.12

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and other government agencies require thorough characterization of APIs during filing for a new drug applications (NDAs) and abbreviated new drug applications (ANDAs).2,13,14 High-throughput (HT) analytical methods for APIs screening are advantageous, spanning the early stages of drug development through to assessment of the shelf life of final dosages. Assessments of composition are typically performed by batch sampling, in which analysis of representative aliquots is used to assess composition during reaction. Several analytical methods have been explored for clopidogrel polymorphic form characterization and quantification including powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis,15 vibrational spectroscopic technique combined with chemometrics,9 solid state stress degradation studies,16 and X-ray microtomography.17 In PXRDS, Uvarov and Popov have quantified the clopidogrel phase content in the mixture of Form I and Form II using X-ray powder pattern decomposition and classical direct methods. The limit of detection was found to be 1.0–1.5 wt % in both methods.15 In another quantitative analysis of clopidogrel bisulfate Form II in Form I, Nemet and co-workers combined IR and Raman spectroscopy with chemometrics and quantified 2% and 3% of Form II in Form I, respectively, with less than 1% limit of detection.5 Recently, a microscopy based approach combined with image-analysis was developed to extract morphological details for quantification of trace amount of polymorphic phases. In this study, a synchrotron radiation X-ray computed microtomography (SR-μCT) was used for selective and sensitive detection of clopidogrel bisulfate polymorphs. The limit of detection (LOD) was also found to be 1%.15 Although, this microscopy based approach shows good promise in polymorphic phase determination in terms of required time to the sample a large area (2048 × 2048 pixels in 2 s, pixel size = 3.7 μm), it is not suitable for online phase monitoring due to the requirement of a synchrotron radiation source. Although, these reported techniques are capable of detecting polymorphic phases down to ∼1% LOD, none of these techniques possesses enough sensitivity to reach LOD into the parts per million (ppm) regime relevant to kinetic modeling of stability and dissolution kinetics.

Recent studies have suggested the use of nonlinear optical imaging for quantifying both overall crystalline content and crystal polymorphism in pharmaceutical formulations. The results of these studies have shown the capabilities of nonlinear optical imaging to detect organic nanocrystals, quantify second order nonlinear optical signal from various active pharmaceutical ingredients, detect and characterize metastable polymorphs, discriminate polymorphs rapidly, detect crystallinity in ppm regime, and quantify second order nonlinear optical signal per particle basis in powder matrix. Previous studies suggested nonlinear optical methods can be used for discrimination of crystal forms in model systems with well-defined polymorphs, and definitive confirmation has not yet been demonstrated through independent analyses on pharmaceutically relevant materials.

The general applicability of SHG for pharmaceutical materials analysis has been bolstered by the increasing use of homochiral small molecules in formulations. The large majority of new small molecule active pharmaceutical ingredients are homochiral, with one or more chiral center.26 With the exception of a few relatively rare high-symmetry systems, the remaining common space groups into which a small chiral molecule can crystallize are symmetry-allowed for SHG-activity.27 The relaxation of phase-matching requirements in SHG microscopy allows for reasonably reliable ab initio prediction of the SHG activities of both small molecule and large molecule crystals from the known packing arrangements.20,28 Such calculations can help inform the potential appropriateness of SHG-guided analysis prior to experimental studies and to obtain an initial estimate of the anticipated difference in SHG activity for different polymorphic forms.

In this work, we propose the use of Raman and synchrotron PXRD guided by SHG microscopy for crystal form characterization of individual ∼100 ng particles of clopidogrel bisulfate. Specifically, the combination of bright field imaging and SHG microscopy was used to identify candidate particles for subsequent Raman and PXRD analysis of crystal form. Measurements are presented for physical mixtures of Form I and Form II particles, prepared similarly with the exception of the reaction time; the reaction time was extended for the Form II production to allow complete transitioning.
generated as white spherical particles, exhibiting a similar size distribution with a diameter of \( \sim 25 \, \mu m \) as determined by calibrated bright field image analysis. Samples was prepared as powdered blends consisting of 10% clopidogrel bisulfate Form II in Form I by mass. Images were taken for powders compacted between two glass microscope slides from at least three arbitrarily chosen locations of each sample to provide representative sampling.

**SHG Imaging.** SHG micrographs were obtained using a commercial Formulatrix SONICC system, modified in-house for compatibility with powder analysis. In brief, a Fianium femtosecond laser was used as the incident source (170 fs, 1.3 W, 1060 nm, 51 MHz repetition rate). SHG images were produced by beam-scanning through a 10× objective with a \( \sim 2 \, \text{mm} \times 2 \, \text{mm} \) field of view with the SHG measured in transmission. Unless otherwise indicated, 150 mW laser power measured at the sample and 1 s image acquisition time was used for SHG imaging. Bright field images acquired with a white-light source and a camera in the same instrument were used to identify particle locations by segmentation algorithms described in detail in a subsequent section.

**SHG Guided Raman Measurement.** A prototype built-in-house microscope was used to acquire Raman spectra from SHG active and inactive particles in each field of view. In this prototype instrument, output of a Toptica continuous wave (CW) laser (785 nm wavelength) was collected by an optical fiber of a custom-made Raman probe (InPhotonics, RPS785/24), shown in Figure 1, and recollimated by a 1/2 in. fused silica lens. Collimated light then taken through a scan head followed by two other fused silica 1 in. lenses in a 4f configuration to focus on the sample using a 10× objective. A galvanometer mirror pair was used in the scan head and precise voltage controlling on two galvanometer mirrors rapidly drives the Raman beam to a location of choice in each field of view. Using of two galvanometer mirrors was advantageous in a way that it also could be used to scan the sample for spectral imaging. Raman signal from the sample was collected in epi, following the same beam path back through the same Raman...
probe and directed into a Raman spectrometer (SpectraPro 300i, Acton Research) to generate the spectrum. There was a built-in notch filter in the probe to reject the laser line. A 100 × 1340 CCD array was used for spectral detection employing vendor software (WinSpec32). Two different computers were used in this prototype instrument, one to drive the beam and the other to collect the spectrum.

**X-ray Diffraction Measurement.** X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out using a SHG integrated XRD multimodal microscope in Argonne National Laboratory. Instrument details are described elsewhere. In short, a Fianium FemtoPower ∼1060 nm ultrafast fiber laser that generated ∼160 fs pulses centered at 1064 nm, with a 50 MHz repetition rate was integrated into the GM/CA@ APS beamline 23-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source. The infrared beam was scanned across the sample through a 10 numerical aperture (NA) of 0.3 using a resonant scanner and a galvanometer mirror. SHG and bright field images of the transmitted infrared beam were collected in transmission. An unattenuated photon flux with a photon energy of 12 keV, 5 μm diameter beam was used to generate X-ray scattering patterns from highly confined locations. XRD patterns were acquired with 2 s exposure time per location with another 2 s for dead time between next exposure in a 4 × 4 grid.

**Image Segmentation and Registration.** An image segmentation algorithm was developed and written in Matlab, in which a normalized cross correlation (NCC) based template matching algorithm was trained by images of a 1951 USAF resolution test chart taken by two different modalities: bright field and SHG. In the following step, Otsu’s adaptive thresholding was applied to SHG images to create binary masks (Figure 2d). Assuming two polymorphs are present, a bimodal intensity distribution in intensity is expected. Otsu’s method separates image into two classes, i.e., background and foreground; the algorithm starts with an arbitrary threshold that produces an optimal threshold which maximizes the interclass variance. A binary image was created (Figure 2c) using the bright field image followed by pruning of residual pixels to match the SHG image dimensions. Subtraction followed by pruning the residual mask recovered the particles that produced low SHG signals (Figure 2f), identified as the Form II polymorph.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Pure Sample Measurement.** SHG images were obtained from the pure Form I and Form II powders, the results are presented in **Figure 2**. Form I exhibit ∼250 times higher SHG activity per unit volume than Form II. The integrated intensity over multiple z-planes (Figure 3) totaling a depth of field ∼120 μm was divided by the estimated volume of an individual particle multiplied with the total number of the particles in the field of view to determine the SHG activity per unit volume, normalized to a reference material of point-source BaTiO₃ nanoparticles (500 nm). The diameters of particles were calculated from the bright field measurements and the SHG activities per particle were recovered using the segmentation algorithm. The combined mean and standard deviation in the SHG activities on per particle basis were 35 ± 9 counts/μm² for Form I and 0.095 ± 0.003 counts/μm² for Form II. In general, higher symmetry crystals tend to produce weaker SHG activity, consistent with the observed trends for clopidogrel bisulfate. Clopidogrel bisulfate Form I is known to adopt a monoclinic unit cell and belongs to the P2₁ space group, and Form II has an orthorhombic unit cell and belongs to the P2₁2₁2₁ space group. Assuming a normal distribution of uncertainty, individual particles can be assigned to either Form I or Form II with a statistical confidence of 99.995% based solely on their differences in SHG activity.

**Form I and Form II Mixtures.** In order to quantify polymorphic phase content in a mixture, bright field and SHG images were taken for a 10% mixture of Form II in Form I. The combination of bright-field and SHG micrographs provided a means to make initial classifications of individual particles as either Form I or Form II, the process of which is illustrated in **Figure 2**. Bright field images enabled identification of particle locations with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while the difference in SHG per unit volume (SHG/V) for Forms I and II was used for initial classification of the crystal form. Since the bright field and SHG images were acquired using independent beam paths, image registration algorithms were developed and employed to correct for the disparities in the number of pixels and in the fields of view for the two imaging modalities as described in the **Experimental Section**. The assumption of spherical particle morphologies (∼25 μm in diameter) reduced complications from particle–particle overlap in the segmentation algorithm.

**Raman Spectroscopy for Crystal Form Discrimination.** Following the initial classification by SHG, independent assessment of the crystal form was performed by Raman spectroscopy using the SHG/V analysis to guide selection of relevant particles of interest, the results of which are presented in **Figure 4**. Figure 4a and 4b correspond to the postprocessed bright field image and SHG image, respectively. Representative Form II candidates are indicated by the red (SHG activity, low) and Form I candidates by blue (SHG activity, high) circles in both images. In order to acquire a Raman spectrum from each particle, the appropriate position of the Raman acquisition was selected by a galvanometer mirror pair and Raman scattering from the targeted particles was integrated for ∼1 min (2 s per frame for 30 frames) to generate high SNR spectra. Excellent agreement was observed between the Form II reference spectrum and the Raman spectrum of individual ∼100 ng particles classified as Form II based on the combined bright-field and SHG/V assessments. Similarly, definitive agreement was also observed for the Form I reference spectra with those...
obtained from particles classified as Form I in 10% mixture sample.

**X-ray Diffraction for Further Validation.** In addition to the Raman measurements, SHG guided synchrotron XRD measurements were also performed (Figure 5) for the 10% mixture to assess the capabilities of single-particle assessments of crystal form by SHG. Figure 5a is the laser transmittance image of the 10% mixture, yellow circles in this image indicate the Form I and Form II identified by the SHG/V measurement. A collimated X-ray beam, 5 μm in diameter, was used to raster the particle (shown in the inset of Figure 5b,d). The use of a narrow 5 μm X-ray “mini-beam” enhanced the sensitivity of the measurement from localized sampling and corresponding background reduction. Diffraction images from each raster scan were integrated to make a single diffraction image. Combinations of diffraction images interrogate a broader window of particle’s crystallographic orientation distribution thus suitable for statistical average, assuming the particles orientation were uniformly distributed. An integration of intensities along the azimuthal angle of a diffraction image recovers the anticipated powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern. Experimental diffraction patterns were also compared to the theoretical predictions of the monoclinic and orthorhombic unit cell, obtained from Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) for Form I and Form II, respectively, shown in Figure 5.

Combining the segmentation with SHG measurements allows identification of particles of interest based on the differences in the SHG/V. From the results in Figure 3, significant differences are expected for the Form I and Form II polymorphs. Statistical analysis of the integrated SHG activity per particle basis of both forms suggests a discriminatory confidence of 99.995% based on SHG alone. However, these results are only valid if the dominant differences are definitively connected directly to polymorphism, rather than other physical differences within the particles (e.g., crystal size distribution, orientation, degree of crystalline order, etc.). Roughly comparable confidence arises in both the Raman and XRD analyses. Because the other spectroscopic methods are based on unique physical properties, the overall rate of misclassification is given by the product of the independent rates (for example, a misclassification probability of 0.005% by SHG and 0.1% by Raman would result in a combined misclassification probability of one part in 2 × 10^7).

All three approaches (SHG, Raman, PXRD) provided excellent discriminatory capabilities for crystal form characterization. In the case of SHG, >99.99% confidence was achieved on a per-particle basis through the combination bright field for particle localization and average SHG for crystal form determination. Qualitatively similar trends were clearly observed by both Raman and XRD. While SHG enables this discrimination from a single scalar input (SHG/V), both the Raman and XRD carry additional structural information.
through the recovered spectra (1D) and scattering patterns (2D). However, the greatest discrimination capabilities result from dimension reduction to a single scalar value to optimally inform crystal form, such that the measurement objectives are ultimately based on qualitatively similar inputs.

While all three methods allowed high degrees of crystal form discrimination, SHG microscopy has clear benefits in terms of simplicity and measurement time. In practice, conventional Raman required >several seconds of signal acquisition per particle to obtain spectra with sufficient SNR for highly confident crystal form discrimination, since the spontaneous Raman event is relatively inefficient (1 in $10^7$ Raman scattering events relative to Rayleigh scattering). For a spectral acquisition time of 60 s, a mixture of 1% Form II would take ~15 h of continuous signal acquisition from 900 individual particles followed by post processing of these spectra to quantify polymorphic phase content (assuming no dead time and detection of 9 Form II particles for an SNR = 3 from Poisson statistics). The time frame for synchrotron analysis is considerably reduced, with as little as 1 s integration time per particle, corresponding to ~30 min of acquisition (assuming 1 s dead time for data transfer and sample repositioning). However, synchrotron time is also considerably more difficult to routinely access, given the high demands on beam-time and limited number of synchrotron facilities. In contrast, SHG imaging allowed characterization of all particles within a 1 × 1 mm$^2$ area with 1 s of data acquisition. For an average of ~200 particles in a given field of view, the time frame required to

Figure 5. Initial classification by SHG/V measurement of 10% physical mixture of Form II in Form I and independent evaluation by PXRD measurement. Image a corresponds to the bright field image of 1% mixture, and images b and c correspond to the SHG image of the same field of view. The yellow circles indicate SHG-bright and SHG-dim particles selected as candidates for the diffraction measurements. Experimental powder diffraction patterns from those particles are compared to the theoretical prediction for Form I and Form II in parts d and e, respectively.
probe 900 particles is still only a few seconds. To achieve LOD of 0.1% would require ~1 min (40 frames with ~0.5 s dead time for sample repositioning between frames), and 100 ppm would still only require ~10 min.

The relatively low variance in the SHG intensity per particle is consistent with the presence of numerous small crystallites within each spheroidal particle. The relative standard deviation (RSD) in the SHG/V determination for both Forms I and II was ~15% (calculated from more than 100 particles taken from different fields of view, yielding 35 ± 9 counts/μm² for Form I and 0.095 ± 0.003 counts/μm² for Form II). The low relative RSD observed in this study contrasts significantly from SHG microscopy measurements in powders, in which the RSD approached unity for a uniformly distributed population of BaTiO₃ nanoparticles. The low per particle RSD is consistent with individual particles comprised of polycrystalline conglomerate, rather than single crystals. For a polycrystalline conglomerate, a representative population of numerous small crystallites contributes to the overall SHG intensity observed, rather than a few relatively large sources. In the limit of the average crystal size being much less than the focal volume, a statistical population of all sizes and orientations is sampled within each individual particle, reducing the particle-to-particle variance in SHG intensity.

It is important to note that the classification of crystal form on a per-particle basis implicitly assumes that individual particles will be present as either Form I or Form II, rather than a mixture containing both forms in each particle. In practice, it is well established that the kinetics of phase transformation are significantly faster for intraparticle interactions, in which adjacent crystalline domains are in intimate contact within the particle and can serve to nucleate Form II conversion, relative to interparticle interactions involving minimal and transient crystal contact. As such, kinetically it is reasonable to assume that any initial nucleation event in a given particle results in rapid transition throughout the extent of the particle but slow (if any) propagation to adjacent particles, consistent with the expectations of the analysis.

It is also worth considering the ability of SHG alone to discriminate between the relatively weak Form II and the SHG-inactive amorphous form of clopidogrel bisulfate. While Form II particles do produce SHG significantly greater than amorphous materials, the signals are sufficiently weak that discrimination between amorphous versus Form II particles may be challenging. Fortunately, two strategies can help inform such decisions. First, reaction monitoring is typically performed throughout the entire time-course of the reaction, such that the kinetics associated with crystal formation and transitioning could provide additional insights into the most likely composition of a particle exhibiting weak SHG activity. However, more reliable assignments could be made by integration of Raman spectroscopy with SHG to guide the analysis to the particles of greatest interest.

In light of these collective metrics, SHG-guided Raman can potentially combine the advantages of both high speed and chemical specificity. In cases in which the composition is clear-cut from SHG alone, confident assessments of crystal form can be made rapidly on a per-particle basis. In ambiguous cases where classification by SHG alone lacks high statistical confidence, those particular particles can be flagged for subsequent analysis by Raman spectroscopy, maximizing the utilization of the information-rich but time-consuming spectroscopic analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a prototype instrument (SHG microscopy guided Raman spectroscopy and powder X-ray diffraction) was used to confirm the rapidly identified trace polymorphic form of clopidogrel bisulfate Form II in Form I by SHG measurement. Measurement validations are presented for physical mixtures of Form I and Form II particles. The combination of bright field imaging and SHG microscopy was used to identify candidate particles for subsequent Raman and PXRD analysis of crystal form. Both the SHG guided Raman and synchrotron PXRD results support the initial tentative assignments of the crystal form by SHG. Nevertheless, additional benefits of combining methods for orthogonal determination, SHG guiding provides a huge time-saving and enhanced sensitivity by excluding particles that are unlikely to be Form II based on the presence of bright SHG. At the same time, quantification of polymorphic phase content becomes very straightforward by rejecting the requirement of a calibration plot that is required for any other quantitative analytical method. This study potentially can improve overall yield and polymorphic purity during synthesis and crystallization of clopidogrel bisulfate Form I by identifying Form II during batch drug product crystallization in real time.
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